
All i'm wishing for my one precious 

life; 

 

We all seem to want the same the same 

in life 

We want to laugh, to smile 

For my life i  want nothing but that... 

and more 

 

I want to live my one life in the 

spotlight, doing what i love 

the stage creates a certain happiness 

A type of high 

A high that can create new places and new people within 

yourself 

A high that is real, and good for you 

 

Along this path i've chosen, i’ll stay true 

i will not stoop to the levels of my competitors  

i will not compare myself to the higher opponent 

i will compare myself to me 

i will compare myself to the level of happiness i've built 

inside myself 

 

The path and career i've chosen isn't for the weaker class 

it will take determination- 

it will take confidence- 

it will take a will to turn the other cheek- 



it will take me where i need to go 

 

 

Living is the priority 

i'll take my chances on the road less traveled 

shame will not be a thing i own 

regret will be unheard of  

chances will be taken 

my faith thrown into something unknown 

 

Taking my time along the way will be a necessity 

to see everything that this world has to offer 

to see all the things that are right in front of me 

to see all the things that are quite often missed 

 

Along the way 

i might do something silly 

i might call that silly thing “love” 

i might fall in love with something silly 

i might just fall in love with someone silly 

i might just like that silly idea of love 

 

my life will be for me 

my life will make me happy 

my life will be fulfilling 

and my life will be seemingly perfect 

 


